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Abstract: This paper presents an overview of feature extraction methods for off-line recognition of segmented (isolated) digit/character. Selection of a feature extraction method is probably the single most important factor in achieving high recognition performance in character recognition systems. Different feature extraction methods are designed for different representations of the digit/characters, such as solid binary characters, skeletons (thinned digit/characters), or gray level sub images of each individual character. Latest research in this area has been able to grow some new methodologies to overcome the complexity of Guajaratii digit writing style. The recognition of handwritten digits which are written in proper way to easily readable. The problem is human can write digit in different styles so it is not identified by the computer but the some feature extraction methodologies like end point, junction point; straight lines etc. For features identification and character classification different algorithm and technique.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Optical character recognition refers to the branch of computer science that involves reading text from paper and translating the images into a form that the computer can manipulate (for example, into ASCII codes). More recently, the term Intelligent Character Recognition (ICR) has been used to describe the process of interpreting image data, in particular alphanumeric text. Forms containing characters images can be scanned through scanner and then recognition engine of the OCR system interpret the images and turn images of handwritten or printed characters into ASCII data (machine-readable characters). [14] Therefore, OCR allows users to quickly automate data capture from forms, eliminate keystrokes to reduce data entry costs and still maintain the high level of accuracy required in forms processing applications. The technology provides a complete form processing and documents capture solution. Usually, OCR uses a modular architecture that is open, scalable and workflow controlled. It includes forms definition, scanning, image pre-processing, and recognition capabilities. [16] The OCR challenges, first is layout detection like small fonts, curves types fonts, second is text type like broken character, character mixed with noise, characters in old documents that are not available in modern computer fonts, third is language issues like Historically spelling was not unified and consequently there are many different writing variants. Current most of the research is based on to identify the isolated, word, phrases, or the entire document. The Indian scripts are a composition of the constituent symbols in two dimensions. [18] In conventional Research, first the segmentation process is applied to word so that’s the word is segmented into its composite characters. A lot of research is still needed for word, sentence and document recognition, its semantics and lexicon. Gujarati is a regional language of state Gujarat in India. Gujarati characters are having different shapes and it’s very difficult to recognize that shapes. Gujarati Handwritten characters recognition is very difficult because it depends on various persons and their writing styles.[13] The main focus of the handwritten digit recognition from image. Handwritten digit recognition is an active topic in OCR applications and pattern classification/learning research. In OCR applications, digit recognition is dealt with in postal mail sorting, bank check processing, form data entry, etc. For these applications, the performance (accuracy and speed) of digit recognition is crucial to the overall performance. Digit recognition is work on template matching techniques were used for machine printed digit recognition.[18]

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The term Intelligent Character Recognition (ICR) has been used to describe the process of interpreting image data, in particular alphanumeric text. So different method is used for Gujarati handwritten digit recognition from image. The methods are as follows:

1. Hand Written Digit Recognition Using Special Point: Extraordinary focuses in Image Processing, for example, endpoints and intersection focuses are recognized while looking over and putting away diminished picture in lattice form.[1] They are characterized as focuses vertically, on a level plane, or askew associated with individually a couple of pixels of the diminished picture The End point is characterized as just a single of the eight neighbors as a “Is” and which "E" denotes.[1]
The intersection point is characterized as pixel which has more than two “1s” among the eight neighbors. Be that as it may, this is getting numerous undesired intersection focuses, so we applying condition more than two “1s” as its two neighborhoods of pixel ought to be more noteworthy than or equivalent to six. “J” means the intersection point. The two highlights, for example, end focuses and intersection point are utilized in arrangement stage.[1] 

![Figure 1. Stages of Hand Written Digit Recognition Using Special Point](Image)

The initial phase in this procedure is to obtain manually written numeral characters by scanner at 300 dpi. That yielded a twofold picture which in this manner put away in compacted position in memory.[1] In pre-handling the primer advances incorporate standardization, digitization and diminishing. It is critical to separate highlights so that the acknowledgment of various numerals ends up less demanding based on the individual highlights of every numeral. Highlight separated extraordinary purposes of digitized picture. Characterization is the vital stag for numeral character acknowledgment. The separated highlights extraordinary focuses are utilized to distinguish numeral. Having extricated the highlights, it is required to store them in some structure. Each example ought to interestingly distinguish a character and each character may speak to by a few particular examples. Lastly those digits are required to store in one content document like scratch pad, word record. Favorable position of this technique is fast, responsive and less memory prerequisite. Inconvenience of this technique is highest exactness and most common distinctive style digit grouping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NUMERAL</th>
<th>RECOGNITION RATE (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 2. Result of recognition rates of handwritten numeral characters using special point](Image)

The neural system we make a two dimensional cluster of 10000 * 95(IN-PUT-ARRAY) components where 10,000 tells that there are that numerous records in the database and 95 speaks to 94 worldwide histograms and 1 speaks to. The distinguishing proof of the digit. At that point we additionally have an other exhibit of 10000 * 10 (IDEALARRAY) components where 10000 records and 10 is spoken to recognize every digit. Here make a database to store each picture of information for every one of the digits and make a table let say Digit-information which has 95 segments (a1-a94). In segment 1 and store the digit ID suppose any digit from ( 1 to 10 )So we read all the 1000 pictures recently cut and put away one by one and store the worldwide histogram in these segment for digits 0 to 9.[2] 94 input neurons in the info layer: 15 shrouded neurons in the concealed layer 10 yield neurons: yield layer which Correspond to digits 0-9. Input Neurons Input required for 94 input neurons is perused from the p4 components of the worldwide histogram. Out-put Neurons 10 yield neurons recommend the relating identification of digits from (1 to 10) [2]. When the neural system has been prepared for each of the ten digits now it is conceivable to recognize the importance of any written by hand digit with the assistance of the prepared neural system [2]. This time the neural system will take the predisposition and weight from the as of now put away content documents and utilize that for distinguishing the neuron terminating grouping. Favourable position of this technique is highest exactness and most common distinctive style digit acknowledgment. Impediment of this technique is Require more memory in light of the fact that distinctive style digit are put away [2].

![Figure 3. Process of Hand Written Digit Recognition Using Neural Network](Image)
3. Handwritten Digit Recognition Tested on the MNIST Database:
The neural systems are generally utilized for the acknowledgment for which angle calculation is utilized. It is principally partitioned into three layers:

1. The first layer relates to the retina implies it coordinates the info picture [3].
2. The second layer (concealed layer) relates to the extraction of qualities subsystems [3].
3. The third layer relates to the yield framework.

Every neuron in this layer relates to one of the yield classes [3]. The process of the recognition digit using MNIST is as follow:

A. Extraction of East Characteristic Zone:
A point of the picture has a place with the East trademark zone if and just if: This point does not have a place with the item (the white pixels in picture). Starting here, moving in a straight line toward the East, we don't cross the item. Starting here, moving in a straight line toward the south, north and west one crosses the item [3].

B. Extraction of West Characteristic Zone:
A point of the picture has a place with the West trademark zone if and just if: This point does not have a place with the article (the white pixels in picture). Starting here, moving in a straight line toward the West, we don't cross the item. Starting here, moving in a straight line toward the south, North, East and West we cross the article [3].

C. Extraction of the Central Characteristic Zone:
A point of the picture has a place with the Central trademark zone if and just if: This point does not have a place with the breaking point of the item. Starting here, moving in a straight line toward the south, North, East and West we cross the article [3].

Preferred standpoint of this strategy is Most regular acknowledgment and drawback is Large database of various units Like MNIST database store distinctive side for digit like north, east, west and More memory require [3].

Figure 4. Result of recognition of handwritten numeral characters using Neural Network

Figure 5. Process of Hand Written Digit Recognition Using MNIST Database

Figure 6. Extract the Digit East Characteristic Zone (EZ)

Figure 7. Extract the Digit West Characteristic Zone (WZ)

Figure 8. Central Characteristic Zone (CZ)

Figure 9. Digit Two after Surround and its Characteristic Zones

Figure 10. Digit Two after Surround and its Characteristic Zones
4. Feature Extraction based on DCT for Handwritten Digit Recognition:
Highlight extraction is a significant and testing venture in many example acknowledgment issues and particularly in written by hand digit acknowledgment applications [4]. Be that as it may, the extraction of the most enlightening highlights with profoundly biased capacity to improve the order precision and diminish multifaceted nature stays a standout amongst the most essential issues for this errand. The goal of this work is to recognize the ideal element extraction approach that accelerate the learning calculations while expanding the arrangement precision [4]. The database held for this work is the MNIST dataset that we will depict in more subtleties in the following segment [4].

**Figure 11. Simple Database for MNIST**

DCT at first utilized for picture pressure, have been of developing enthusiasm among the example acknowledgment network [4]. DCT is a procedure to change over information of the picture into its basic recurrence parts. In this work we explore the viability of DCT highlights for transcribed digit acknowledgment. Consequently, we look at the execution of four variations of DCT coefficients specifically:
1. upper left corner (ULC) coefficients [4].
2. DCT zigzag coefficients [4].
3. Block based DCT ULC coefficients[7].
4. Block based DCT zigzag coefficients[7].

**Figure 12. Example Of Initial Image 28*28 and Image reconstructed with only 15x15 DCT ULC coefficients**

So, Extraction based on DCT for Handwritten Digit Recognition the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) technique used for classification. The advantage is that maximizing the classification accuracy and disadvantages is that more time requires [9].

**III. COMPARISON TABLE OF ABOVE METHODS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hand Written Digit recognition using pints</td>
<td>Junction point and endpoint</td>
<td>Fast, responsive and natural, less memory requirement</td>
<td>Application is only that particular digit like 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Hand Written Digit recognition using image processing and neural network</td>
<td>Classification technique</td>
<td>Highest accuracy and most natural different style digit recognition</td>
<td>Require more memory because different style digit are stored.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Hand Written Digit Recognition using MNIST Database</td>
<td>North, east, west style of digit recognition</td>
<td>Most natural recognition</td>
<td>Large database of different units. Like MNIST database store different side for digit like north, east, west. More memory require</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Feature Extraction based on DCT for Handwritten Digit Recognition</td>
<td>Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) technique used for classification</td>
<td>Maximizing the classification accuracy</td>
<td>More time require</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. CONCLUSION

Gujarati Handwritten digit acknowledgment in computerized pictures is a testing issue because of contrasts in size, style, introduction, and arrangement, just as low picture differentiation and complex foundation. Discover a totally hearty and summed up method for digit acknowledgment; it is hard to give proper contribution to the optical character acknowledgment (OCR) framework. Numerous calculations have been proposed for perceiving content information in a picture. Every strategy gives hearty outcomes for determined arrangement of pictures. We utilized after technique for digit extraction: picture pre-handling, Segmentation and limitation, highlight Extraction, and grouping.
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